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ECG ST 2768 Timber
Black
Toaster
Product code: 100001919256
EAN: 8592131309517











Original black stainless steel design with

wooden elements

2 toast compartments

7 heating intensity levels

Practical defrosting and reheating functions

Easy maintenance thanks to the removable

crumb drawer

 Original black stainless steel
design with wooden elements

 7 heating intensity levels

 Smooth regulation

 2 toast compartments

 Ideal for preparing both thin and
thicker toasts (extra wide slots)

 Integrated grid for heating up
pastry

 Practical defrosting and reheating
functions

 Automatic centring for even
roasting

 Automatic device shutdown

 Automatic pastry ejection

 Removable crumb drawer

 Thermally insulated walls for
greater safety

 Anti-slip feet

 Space for storing the power cable

 Cable length of 85 cm

 Nominal voltage of 220–240 V; 50–
60 Hz

 Nominal power input of 780–925 W
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 750-850

Voltage/Frequency
(V/Hz) 220-240 V~ 50/60 Hz

Power Cord length
(cm) 85

Auto pop up Yes

Product specifications

Number of slots 2

Integrated bread
warmer Yes

Self centering
function Yes

Number of toasts 2

Illuminated controls No

Defrost Function Yes

Warm function No

Cancel function Yes

Temperature
regulation 6

Crumb Tray Yes

Light indicator Yes

Sound indicator No

Cable storage Yes

Design

Colour Stainless/Black

Material Stainless

Accessories

Power cord Yes
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A stylish toaster
Do you believe that a hearty breakfast is the basis of a successful day? If so, the ECG ST 2768
Timber is the right kitchen helper for you. You can use it to prepare irresistibly crispy toasts for
yourself and your loved ones every morning. Whether you prefer them salty or sweet, you won’t go
wrong with this toaster. You get a tool for preparing delicious delicacies, as well as a tasteful
kitchen decoration – we have given this small appliance a black finish made of high-quality
stainless steel, emphasising its attractive appearance with stylish wooden elements.  

The toaster has two compartments that are wide enough to cook both thinner and thicker toasts. Its
maintenance is very easy thanks to the removable crumb drawer.

Pastry to your taste
With the ECG designer toaster, you can prepare breakfast, snack or dinner exactly to your liking every
day. You can easily adjust the degree of browning using 7 heating intensity levels. Toasting is
possible thanks to a special integrated grid. To top it all off, the toaster also offers practical defrosting
and warming functions. The automatic centring technology ensures even browning in every case.  

Once your pastry is ready, the toaster automatically ejects it and switches itself off.

Always safe operation
The ECG ST 2768 Timber toaster is safe to use at all times. To prevent unnecessary burns, we have
provided it with thermally insulated walls and to keep it stable during operation, we have also
equipped it with non-slip feet.  

The supply cord of our toaster measures a sufficient 85 cm and there is a special space for storing it.

ECG Timber Series: the range for relaxed breakfasts
The ECG Timber Series is a range of products that combines style with practicality. It includes
small kitchen appliances that will win your heart with their elaborate design and thoughtful
functionality – they will help you prepare the breakfasts you love with the whole family today and
every day.  

In addition to this handy helper, the ECG Timber Series also includes a larger toaster (with 4 toast compartments) and
an electric kettle. All these appliances have a uniform design, so they can be beautifully combined in the kitchen.
They are available in two colour options – stylish wooden elements are combined with either classic or black
stainless steel. Choose a design that suits your style and build a breakfast set at home exactly according to your
taste.
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